Generative Adversial Networks (GANs) have made a major impact in computer vision and machine learning as generative models. Wasserstein GANs (WGANs) brought Optimal Transport (OT) theory into GANs, by minimizing the 1-Wasserstein distance between model and data distributions as their objective function. Since then, WGANs have gained considerable interest due to their stability and theoretical framework. We contribute to the WGAN literature by introducing the family of (q, p)-Wasserstein GANs, which allow the use of more general p-Wasserstein metrics for p ≥ 1 in the GAN learning procedure. While the method is able to incorporate any cost function as the ground metric, we focus on studying the l q metrics for q ≥ 1. This is a notable generalization as in the WGAN literature the OT distances are commonly based on the l 2 ground metric. We demonstrate the effect of different p-Wasserstein distances in two toy examples. Furthermore, we show that the ground metric does make a difference, by comparing different (q, p) pairs on the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. Our experiments demonstrate that changing the ground metric and p can notably improve on the common (q, p) = (2, 1) case.
Introduction
Generative modelling considers learning models to generate data, such as images, text or audio. Prominent generative models include the Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) (Kingma & Welling, 2013) and Generative Adversial Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) , the latter of which will be studied in this work. The generative models can be trained on unlabelled data, which is a considerable advantage over supervised models, as data labelling is expen-sive. The usual approach employs the manifold assumption, stating that all meaningful data lies on a low-dimensional manifold of the sample space. Based on this assumption, one is then able to learn a map from a low dimensional distribution to the true data distribution. In this step, it is essential to quantitatively measure the discrepancy between the two distributions. To this end, one chooses a metric or a divergence between probability distributions. The metric should reflect modelling choices with respect to which properties of the distributions are deemed similar, or what kind of invariances one wants the metric to respect.
Traditionally, probability measures have been compared using non-metric divergence measures from information geometry, e.g. the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and Bregman divergences. The KL-divergence has deep connections with Bayesian statistics, where likelihood maximization in model selection can be cast as minimizing the KL-divergence.
Recently, a popular family of metrics has been provided by the theory of Optimal Transport (OT), which studies probability distributions through a geometric framework. At its heart lie the Wasserstein metrics, which extend the underlying metric between sample points to entire distributions. Consequently, the metrics can be used to e.g. derive statistics between populations of probability distributions, allowing the inclusion of stochastic data objects in statistical pipelines (Mallasto & Feragen, 2017) . Recent algorithmic advances have made OT widespread in the fields of machine learning and computer vision, where it has been used for e.g. domain adaption (Courty et al., 2017) , point embeddings (Muzellec & Cuturi, 2018) and VAEs (Tolstikhin et al., 2017) .
Quite notably, OT has impacted GANs. The original formulation of Goodfellow et al. (2014) defines GANs through a minimax game of two neural networks. One of the networks acts as a generator, whereas the other network discriminates samples based on whether they originate from the data population or not. The minimax game results in the minimization of the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the generated distribution and the data distribution. Arjovsky et al. (2017) then propose to minimize the 1-Wasserstein distance, instead, demonstrating that the new loss function provides stability to the training. This stability was mainly attributed to the Wasserstein metric being well defined even when arXiv:1902.03642v1 [cs. LG] 10 Feb 2019 the two distributions do not share the same support. This results in the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN). Other notable OT inspired variations of the original GAN are discussed below.
Related Literature
The original WGAN architecture enforces k-Lipschitz constraints through weight clipping. An alternative to clipping the weights is provided in Spectral Normalization GANs (SNGANS) (Miyato et al., 2018) , which impose Lipschitzness through l 2 -normalization of the network weights. A body of work includes the constraints through gradient penalties, first introduced in (Gulrajani et al., 2017) , where a penalty term for non-unit-norm gradients of the discriminator is added, resulting in the WGAN-GP. Consistency Term GANs (CTGANs), on the other hand, penalize exceeding the Lipschitz constraint directly.
The aforementioned work focuses on training the GAN when the 1-Wasserstein metric with the l 2 ground metric forms the objective function. On top of this, a body of work exists exploring the use of other OT inspired metrics and divergences. Below, we discuss some notable examples. Deshpande et al. (2018) propose using the sliced Wasserstein distance (Bonneel et al., 2015) , which computes the expectation of the Wasserstein distance between one dimensional projections of the measures. This approach allows omitting learning a discriminator, but in practice a discriminator is trained for choosing meaningful projections, essential when working with high-dimensional data. The authors report increased stability in training and show that the training objective is an upper bound for the true distance between the generator and target distribution. Genevay et al. (2017) , on the other hand, rely on the favorable computational properties of relaxing the original OT problem with entropic penalization. Instead of relying on the dual Rubinstein-Kantorovich formulation, they compute the Sinkhorn divergence (Cuturi, 2013) between minibatches in the primal formulation. This also allows omitting learning a discriminator, however, the authors do propose learning a cost function, as they argue the l 2 ground metric is not suitable in every application. The hyperparameters of the Sinkhorn divergence allows interpolating between the 2-Wasserstein distance and Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD), providing more freedom the in the metric model choice. This method also allows for a general cost function to be used, like our (q, p) − W GAN method, but the experiments are limited to the p = 2 and learned distance function cases without comparison. Wu et al. (2018) introduce the Wasserstein divergence, motivated by the gradient penalty approach on the 1-Wasserstein metric. The divergence builds on the dual formulation, by relaxing the Lipschitz constraint. Additionally, a gradient norm penalty is included, that is considered over the support of a fixed test distribution.
Our Contribution
We wish to add more flexibility to WGANs by using the p-Wasserstein distance on top of more general l q ground metrics for p, q ≥ 1. This is achieved through the (q, p)-Wasserstein GAN ((q, p)-WGAN), which generalizes Wasserstein GANs to allow arbitrary cost functions for the OT problem, however, we limit the scope of this paper to the l q metric case. This generalization broadens the existing WGAN literature, as mostly the 1-Wasserstein distance with l 2 metric is considered. We demonstrate the importance of the resulting flexibility in our experiements. Moreover, (2, 1)-WGAN provides a novel way of taking into account the 1-Lipschitz constraints required in the original WGAN minimizing the 1-Wasserstein distance.
Given our (q, p)-WGAN implementation, we study the effect of p when we fix q = 2 in two toy examples. Additionally, we compare p-Wasserstein metrics based on the l q ground metric between samples for p = 1, 2 and q = 1, 2 on the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. The (q, p)-WGANs are compared to WGAN and WGAN-GP on the CIFAR-10 dataset to assess the performance of our implementation. The experiments show, that choosing q = 1 outperforms q = 2 on colored image data, where as p = 2 slightly outperforms p = 1. Based on the results, it is clear that the metric used for GANs should be tailored to fit the needs of the application.
Finally, the OT theory suggests that the Kantorovich potentials (or discriminators) can also function as generators through their gradients. We try this on the MNIST dataset, and conclude that the generator clearly improves the results.
Background
We briefly summarize the prequisites for this work. The methodology is founded on optimal transport, which we will revise first. We finish the section by reviewing the mathematical details of GANs with a focus on WGANs.
Optimal Transport
The aim in Optimal Transport (OT) is to define a geometric framework for the study of probability measures. This is carried out by defining a cost function between samples (e.g. the l 2 metric), and then studying transport plans that relate two compared probability measures to each other while minimizing the total cost. A common example states the problem as moving a pile of dirt into another with minimal effort, by finding an optimal allocation for each grain of dirt so that the cumulative distance of dirt moved is minimized.
We start with basic definitions, and conclude by discussing the Wasserstein metric. The interested reader may refer to Villani (2008) for theoretical and for computational aspects of OT.
Optimal Transport Problem. Let µ be a probability measure on a metric space X, denoted by µ ∈ M(X). Let f : X → Y be a measurable map. Then f # µ(A) := µ(f −1 (A)) denotes the push-forward of µ with respect to f . Here A is any measurable set in another metric space Y . The push-forwad can be also explained from a sampling perspective; assume ξ is a random variable with distribution
Given two probability measures µ ∈ M(X), and ν ∈ M (Y ), we define the set of admissable plans by
where π i denotes the projection onto the ith coordinate. In layman's terms, a joint measure on X × Y is admissable, if its marginals are µ and ν.
Now, given a lower semi-continuous cost function
, the task in optimal transport is to compute
where we use E µ [f ] to denote the expectation of a function f under the measure µ, that is,
We denote the set of all such pairs by ADM(c). Then, OT c (µ, ν) can be expressed in the dual formulation
The optimal functions ϕ, ψ are called Kantorovich potentials, and they satisfy
The Kantorovich potentials ϕ and ψ are intimately related. Define the c-transform of ϕ as
then according to the fundamental theorem of optimal transport, the Kantorovich potentials satisfy ψ = ϕ c , and thus (5) can be written as
reducing the optimization to be carried out over a single function.
Wasserstein Metric. It turns out that the OT framework can be used to define a distance between probability distributions. Define the set
for any x 0 ∈ X. Then, OT c (µ, ν) defines a metric between µ, ν ∈ P p d (X), if we choose the cost c to be related to a metric d on X, called the ground metric, in the following way.
When µ, ν are absolutely continuous measures on X = Y = R n with the Euclidean l 2 metric and p > 1, the optimal transport plan is induced by a unique transport map T : X → X, for which T # µ = ν, given by
where ϕ stands for the optimal Kantorovich potential in the dual formulation (5), and p −1 + (p ) −1 = 1. Therefore, computing the p-Wasserstein distance by the dual formulation yields us a map between the distributions, which we will later employ in the experimental section.
2 metric is chosen as the ground metric for the pWasserstein distance. However, depending on the application, any other distance can be also considered, for example any
In the experimental section, we study the effect of the ground metric, when minimizing the p-Wasserstein distance in the context of GANs. To emphasize the ground metric, we introduce the (q, p)-Wasserstein distance notation
To not diverge too far from the standard notation, we assume that q = 2 for the p-Wasserstein distance denoted by W p .
Generative Adversial Networks
Generative Adversial Networks (GANs) are a popular tool for learning data distributions (Goodfellow et al., 2014) . The GAN approach consists of a competitive game between two networks, the generator g ω and the discriminator ϕ ω , with parameters ω and ω , respectively. Given the target distribution µ t of the data, and a low-dimensional source distribution µ s , the GAN minimax objective is given by
At optimality, this corresponds to minimizing the JensenShannon divergence between µ t and (g ω ) # µ s , the pushforward of the source with respect to the generator. The discriminator has range [0, 1], expressing the probability of a sample being from the original data distribution.
The Wasserstein GAN introduced by Arjovsky et al. (2017) minimizes the 1-Wasserstein metric instead. The authors argue that divergences such as Jensen-Shannon, or KullbackLeibler do not behave well with respect to the generator's parameters. This is due to these divergences being singular when the two distributions do not share the same support. They then demonstrate, that the 1-Wasserstein distance behaves in a more continuous way, and provides a meaningful loss, whose decrease corresponds to increased image quality when generating images.
Writing the 1-Wasserstein metric in the dual form, and using that for the (q, p) = (2, 1) case ϕ c ω = −ϕ ω , and (ϕ ω , ϕ c ω ) ∈ ADM(c) implies that ϕ ω is 1-Lipschitz, the minimax objective for WGANs is written as
This time ϕ ω is called the critic and not the discriminator, as its range is not limited. However, in this paper, we use either name interchangeably, or might also use the name Kantorovich potential.
In the original paper , the Lipschitz constraints are enforced through weight-clipping. This, however, only quarantees k-Lipschitzness for some k, and thus a scalar multiple of the 1-Wasserstein distance is computed. Remarking that a function is 1-Lipschitz if and only if its gradient has norm at most 1 everywhere, a gradient norm penalty was introduced in the WGAN-GP method of Gulrajani et al. (2017) . See Subsec. 1.1 for more discussion on imposing the constraints.
(q, p)-Wasserstein GAN
We will now introduce the novel (q, p)-Wasserstein GAN ((q, p)-WGAN) architecture, which minimizes the (q, p)-Algorithm 1 (q, p)-WGAN. Batch size m = 64, learning rate α = 10 −4 , search space B, and the Adam parameters β 0 = 0.5 and β 1 = 0.999.
for iter = 1, ..., N Iterations do Sample from target x i ∼ µ t and source z i ∼ µ s , i = 1, 2, ..., m, where m is the batch-size. Denote
. #Compute penalties:
Wasserstein distance between the target distribution µ t and the approximation (g ω ) # µ s . That is, the cost function is given by c = d
This formulation requires one to approximate the ctransform defined in (7) and to enforce the constraint (ϕ ω , ϕ c ω ) ∈ ADM(c). The c-transform. For computing the c-transform, we choose a search space B for the minimization. For example, the learning procedure of the GAN is carried out through mini-batches. Hence, we can compute the discrete c-transform over the mini-batches. That is, given sets of
, from the target µ t and generator (g ω ) # µ s , respectively, we compute the approximation ϕ
In the experiments, we use both B = B x and B = B x ∪ B y .
Enforcing the constraints. Define Then, when training the discriminator, we add two penalty terms given by
Here P 2 enforces (ϕ, ϕ c ) ∈ ADM(c) over all elements in B x ∪ B y , and P 1 encourages pairs (x i , y j ) to belong in the support of the optimal plan.
The (q, p)-WGAN method is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Comparison of p-Wasserstein Metrics
To give some intuition about the differences between different p-Wasserstein metrics W p , we compare the behavior of W p for p = 1, 2, 5 on two toy examples. The first example consists of approximating a discrete probability measure with another discrete measure with smaller support. This example is intended to give general intuition of the behavior of the p-Wasserstein distance when compromises are required, however, the intuition might not translate directly into the GAN setting. The second example demonstrates fitting a (2, p)-WGAN to a 2-dimensional Gaussian mixture. We abbreviate (2, p)-WGAN as p-WGAN.
In the first example, the target distribution µ has 10 atoms with uniform weights. We approximate the target with a model distribution ν with 7 atoms and uniform weights. This objective is closely related to k-means clustering (Pollard, 1982; Canas & Rosasco, 2012) . In fact, the objective would be equivalent to k-means, if each model distribution atom was assigned the mass of the corresponding cluster of target distribution atoms.
In Fig. 1 , it is clearly seen that in the p = 1 case, the model distribution prefers to have a support that overlaps with the target. When p = 2, the model prefers cluster means as its support, and thus samples from the model are not exactly the same as the real samples of the target. Looking at the p = 5 case, it seems that the model starts shrinking to the interior of the convex hull of the target's support, reducing the variance of the model distribution. Higher p-value seems to imply faster and more stable optimization, however, we do not witness this in the second example below (Fig. 2) .
In the second example, we model a Gaussian mixture model with three clusters (cluster sizes 60, 30 and 50) using a GAN that minimizes W p p . The critic and generator are Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) with ReLU activations (the output is without activation) and two fully connected hidden layers of size 128. In addition to comparing the p-Wasserstein distances for p = 1, 2, 5, we also compare the results to WGAN and WGAN-GP architectures. In Fig. 3 , the learned distributions are visualized after 100 and 500 epochs under the original dataset. When comparing to the true distribution, 1-WGAN, 2-WGAN and WGAN-GP seem to converge the fastest and provide qualitatively the best results. 5-WGAN seems to fail separating the clusters from each other, whereas WGAN expresses mode collapse.
The convergence of each model is demonstrated in Fig. 2 , where the objective function value and p-Wasserstein distance between the original dataset and the same amount of generator samples are visualized. For 1-WGAN and 2-WGAN, the objective function approximates well the real p-Wasserstein distance, whereas 5-WGAN is more unstable. Note that in the WGAN case, the Lipschitz constant is estimated to normalize the objective function for an approximation of the 1-Wasserstein distance. WGAN convergence is clearly more unstable than the others.
Conclusion. From the toy examples it is obvious, that different p values result in differently behaving optimization problems. If the model is given extreme freedom (but still limited expressive power), as in the first example on discrete probability measures, higher p-values result in stabler optimization, but also reduces the variance. On the other hand, p = 1 overfits by trying to overlap with the target distribution. However, this does not directly translate to the GAN example, which might be because of the model being expressive enough to match the data distribution well. Nevertheless, this example demonstrates that the (q, p)-WGAN models the objective Wasserstein distance well.
Experiments
We evaluate the performance of the (q, p)-WGAN method on two different datasets; MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998) and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009 ). The effect of ground metric is explored on the MNIST dataset by visually assessing the image quality. We quantify the performance of different (q, p)-WGANs by computing the Inception Score (IS) (Salimans et al., 2016) and the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) (Heusel et al., 2017) on the CIFAR-10 dataset. We use the DCGAN architecture from (Radford et al., 2015) for CIFAR-10, and Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP) for MNIST, which are trained for 50K generator iterations. We use m = 64 as the batch-size for every experiment and N critic = 1 for (q, p)-WGANs.
Effect of Ground Metric on MNIST.
The MNIST dataset consists of 28 × 28 greyscale images of hand-written digits, grouped into training and validation sets of sizes 60k and 10k, respectively. We train five different (q, p)-WGAN models, listed in Fig. 4 , on the training set. We also show the distribution of distances of generated samples to closest training samples for each model, to quantify whether we are creating new digits or just memorizing the ones from the training set. Based on the first toy-example in Fig. 1 , the hypothesis is that 1-Wasserstein GAN tends to overfit to the data compared to a higher p value. However, this is not evident in Fig. 4 .
The neural networks used are simple MLPs with 3 hidden layers (specifics in the supplementary material), that are trained for 50K generator and discriminator iterations. For the discrete c-transform, the search space for the minimizer is restricted to B x and λ 1 = λ 2 = 0, as otherwise the model tended to collapse to single point, and α = 10 −4 was used as the learning rate.
The ground metric clearly affects the sharpness of produced images. When q = 2, the generated digits have quite blurry edges. On the other hand, when q = 1, the digits are sharp, Figure 4 . Generated samples from different (q, p)-WGANS trained on the MNIST training set. Furthermore, plotted is the distribution of l 2 distances to closest training points of 5000 generated samples from each model. but also more degenerate samples are produced. The sharpness can be adjusted, as shown by the samples generated by the (1.2, 1.2)-WGAN.
Assessing the Quality on CIFAR-10.
The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 50K 32 × 32 color images for training. We train four different (q, p)-WGANs, the original WGAN, and WGAN-GP. The methods are compared by computing the IS and FID after 50K discriminator iterations. As the original WGAN and WGAN-GP propose to use 5 critic iterations per generator iteration, for fair comparison we carry out the training with N critic = 1, 5. . hyperparameters proposed for WGAN and WGAN-GP by the original papers, except for the different critic iteration amounts. For (q, p)-WGANs, α = 10 −4 is the learning rate, λ 1 = 0.1 and λ 2 = 10, and we use B x ∪ B y as the c-transform search space. Restricting the search space to B x produced very blurry images.
The scores are presented in Table 1 , and example samples in Fig. 5 . Based on Table 1 , the (q, p)-WGANs outperform WGAN and WGAN-GP. The IS and FID scores are notably higher when q = 1. In the q = 2 case, the (2, 2)-Wasserstein metric scores better than the (2, 1)-Wasserstein metric, but in the q = 1 case the difference is marginal.
Kantorovich Potentials as Generators
As pointed out earlier, the learned Kantorovich potentials can also be used as generators by computing the optimal transport map using (11). To see if this is applicable in practice, we train the Kantorovich potentials for the (2, 2)-WGAN for 100K iterations on MNIST. Although the samples clearly look like digits, we conclude that the quality of the samples in Fig. 6 is much worse than with a generator.
Conclusion
We introduced the (q, p)-WGAN to allow the study of different p-Wasserstein metrics and l q ground metrics in the GAN setting. We show that these parameters do have a definite effect on GAN training; 1-Wasserstein metric encourages models to overfit, whereas too high p causes too low variance in the model. The FID scores from the CIFAR-10 dataset indicate that p = 2 performs better compared to p = 1. We also demonstrate that the l 1 metric outperforms l 2 when learning the distribution of colored images of the CIFAR-10 dataset. Moreover, the experiments show that our implementation is competitive with the literature, outperforming the WGAN and WGAN-GP implementations. The (q, p)-WGAN incorporates the ADM(c) constraints directly on the neural network modelling the Kantorovich potential ϕ. The other WGAN implementations, on the other hand, seem to focus on enforcing Lipschitzness and using the knowledge ψ = ϕ c , which are implications of the ADM(d 2 ) constraints. Working with the general constraint allows for more flexibility in the modelling choices, resulting in improved performance, as we demonstrated. However, our implementation of taking the constraints into account leaves room for improvement, as we had to use considerably different hyperparameters on MNIST and CIFAR-10 to achieve stable training. We hope that our results on the importance of the ground metric and the p parameter inspire research into more efficient implementations to incorporate general cost functions.
Although the generative properties of the Kantorovich potentials did not perform well in our experiment, this might be implementation dependant. We learned the Kantorovich potential field, but in some applications, learning the gradient field directly can be more fruitful (Chmiela et al., 2017) .
Finally, from the theoretical perspective, choosing p = 2 and a Riemannian ground metric d results in a Riemannian structure over the manifold of probability measures, shown by Otto (2001) . Thus Riemannian geometry can be used to study the probability distributions. When p = 2, a Finslerian structure is induced instead (Agueh, 2012) . In layman's terms, Riemannian structure allows the study of lengths and comparison of directions through local inner-products, whereas Finslerian structures provide only direction dependant length-structures. Thus the Riemannian structure results in a more powerful framework for studying the geometry of probability distributions, and possibly GANs.
